What Equipment Should I Check Out?  
A Quick Guide

If you are recording:

Audio
- One person (voiceover; podcast)
  - Zoom H4N, Podcasting Kit, Blue Yeti USB Microphone
- Multiple People (group event; podcast)
  - Podcasting Kit, Shure MV 88+, Zoom H4N, Blue Yeti USB Microphone
- In the field (indoors or outdoors)
  - Shure MV 88+, Zoom H4N, Rode NTGN Shotgun Microphone

Video
- Recording Indoors
  - Panasonic P2, Rode NTGN Shotgun Microphone, Shure MV88+, Zoom H4N, Tripod
- Recording Outdoors
  - Canon Mark III 5D, Rode NTGN Shotgun Microphone, Shure MV88+, Zoom H4N, Tripod

Photography
- Canon Mark III 5D, Tripod

For a complete list and to schedule equipment visit: http://northeastern.libcal.com/reserve/videoequipment